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Abstract

The goal of our research is to develop an automatic pictogram generation tool from speech to help the social circle of users of Alternative and Augmentative Communication to communicate among themselves. We described here the issues of such a tool, we then detail our development methodology and finally we describe our evaluation protocol.

1 Introduction

When the use of speech or sign language to communicate is impossible because of aphasia, dysarthria and aggravating physical disorders, people are not able to express their feelings or needs and can’t create any social link, which is central to the proper development of a human being.

Using Alternative and Augmentative Communication (AAC) methods could be a way to help these people. These methods replace or support a speaker’s speech abilities. They often use visual encoding of the information, especially pictograms which are more iconic than words due to their likeness to the referent. (Duboisdindien, 2014)

Another application of pictograms can be highlighted: communicating in a foreign country when people do not speak the local language and do not share any linguistic background with local inhabitants. As Rada Mihalcea and Chee Wee Leong have shown in 2009 in “Toward communicating simple sentences using pictorial representations”, pictogram translations can help people who do not share the same language to communicate.

However, in order to learn how to build sentences using pictograms and to increase the size of the speaker’s vocabulary, it is necessary to have a rich input of pictogram sentences from the family (Beukelman and Mirenda, 2017). Communication boards, paper-based or electronic medium, are used to encode these sentences. Finding the required pictogram in a communication board is an uneasy task. The family has to learn how to use the communication tool and, if it is a physical communication board, they have to spend time to look for the relevant pictogram. Because of this complicated navigation, interaction is not spontaneous and can even be perceived as really negative.

2 An automatic pictogram generation tool

An automatic pictogram generation tool working with everyday speech is a good way to solve this problem. Such a tool allows people close to the user of an AAC method to speak with their own language without necessarily having to learn how to encode pictogram sentences and without losing time to find pictogram in a communication board. It gives a better access to schools for AAC users. If a text-to-speech tool is also used, it becomes possible for students using AAC to communicate with teachers or other students. A social bond can be created, with possibilities of mutual help, which leads to a positive learning environment.

Pictogram generation allows to overcome the language barrier between people, and can allow people to join a school or a training course more easily than before.
3 Methodology

Our methodology (Figure 1) is based on the work of Vandeghinste and al (2017) and their Text2picto project. We propose to 3 modules in order to generate pictograms from speech. The first one is the ASR system, the second one generate a simplified message and the last one select the good pictogram for a sense. These modules result from the studies of the translation strategies of text into pictograms in a corpus collected on the web. In this corpus, grammatical words are often removed, as well as adverbs. Translating every words does not improve the comprehension of the text (maybe except for the mild disabilities or for people who knows already the structures of oral language). The granularity level of the translation must be adjustable to be adapted to each situation and each disability. Besides the syntactical structure can been changed to clarify the role of each phrase: when the passive voice is used, or when a sentence is included in another one, syntactical role are not always easy to define.

The next sections detail the 3 modules.

3.1 Automatic Speech Recognition

Our methodology (Figure 1) is similar to the work of Vandeghinste and al (2017) and their Text2picto project. We propose to use an Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) module allowing to work directly with the voice. It takes a speech signal and transforms it into an orthographic transcription. The ASR model is based on an hybrid HMM-DNN model, developed by (Elloumi and al, 2018) with KALDI toolkit (a free ASR system) (Povey and al., 2011). To better fit to our use case, we have retrained the ASR system with the ESLO, (Eshkol-Taravella and al, 2011) which contains spontaneous speech (more linguistic facts of spontaneous speech like disfluencies, bad acoustic conditions and speakers overlapping (Dufour, 2010)).

3.2 Simplification module

The next step consists in analyzing the syntactical structure of the sentences and to get the lemma of each words (the canonical form of a word). After this preprocessing of the transcriptions, the sentence is simplified. A simplification is necessary because a literal translation of a sentence into pictograms might be unintelligible for people with cognitive or mental impairments. This simplification can also help foreign people who do not master the language of the country they lived in. Two different simplification methods are proposed.

The first method is a syntactical simplification: as recommended by the Pathways project which have developed European Easy-to-Read, it is easier to understand simple sentences, in active voice, than long sentences and passive voice. We have implemented a passive-to-active sentence transformer which finds passive sentences and simplify them into active voice to be sure that everyone understands “who does what”.

Our second simplification method defines two levels of translation, one which translates every word and the other which does not translate determiners and adverbs. It will be easier for people with symbolisation problems to understand the sentences without these linguistic units as they are not part of the core meaning of the sentence. For foreigners, using grammatical units which work quite differently in their native language can be difficult. Hence, keeping only the semantically relevant units to encode a sentence into pictograms seems to be better.

3.3 Disambiguation

Another issue to consider is disambiguating polysemic words. To avoid generating the pictogram of a mouse (the animal) instead of a computer mouse in sentences like “The mouse of my computer is broken”, we annotate the input sentences with a neural model that assigns a WordNet ID to every words (Vial & al, 2018). WordNet is a free lexical database in which words are “grouped into sets of cognitive synonyms (synsets), each expressing a distinct concept” (George A. Miller, 1995). After this annotation step, our tool queries a database, developed by our team, in which each pictogram has been assigned a WordNet ID. When the most relevant sequence of pictograms is found, they are then displayed to the user.
4 Evaluation

To evaluate the performances of our system we have created 2 evaluation tracks: one assessing the quality of text-to-pictogram, and the other one assessing speech-to-pictogram. For the first corpus, we have gathered fifteen children stories and their simplified version, and have manually translated both versions in pictograms following strict guidelines built from our study of translation strategies. The second corpus contains twenty sentences extracted from audio recordings taken from the “Books for children” (a module of the ESLO corpus). These sentences are directly translated into pictograms, without preliminary orthographic transcription.

The choice of creating our own evaluation data was motivated by the fact that texts already translated in pictograms are hard to find and difficult to process. Besides most of these resources use proprietary sets of pictograms. Thus we had to build our own evaluation corpus, with comparable data (same syntactical structures and vocabulary) such as poems and lullabies.

The evaluation of translation performances will be both qualitative with human judgments and automatic (BLEU, WER, PER, F-measure).

Nevertheless, using ASR implies some problematics that are important to consider such as noise in data, impact of the ASR errors on the other modules... The evaluation will measure how the performances of the ASR can affect the other ones.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a tool allowing to translate speech into pictograms. We address several issues that are linked to this technology: disambiguation, simplification and evaluation. Finally, this tool, developed in French and with the Arasaac’ set of pictograms, might improve the quality and the frequency of the input in pictograms which accelerate the acquisition of pictogram encoding, allows to break language barriers and can facilitate the access to school or work. It can be adapted for other languages and other set of pictograms. We plan to test our tools with real users and gather their reviews to highlight what we have to improve. These tests will measure the impact of such a technology on the acquisition of language of the AAC users.
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